INTRODUCTION
The aim of this article is a comprehensive description of normal modes of molecular vibrations. The starting point is chosen to be a general molecular system with separated center of mass and an arbitrary embedding of body-fixed axes. This allows to focus on internal degrees of freedom only, leaving the problem of rotational motion behind. Nevertheless, for the sake of completeness we first introduce a general quantum-mechanical Hamiltonian in Eckart-Watson representation, to make a quick leap into a simplified harmonic description for internal motion and rigid rotor for rotational degrees of freedom. This regime constitutes a basis for more sophisticated calculations. The first section introduces normal modes with emphasis on mathematical precision. Alongside we stress the points where approximations are made, for the reader to be aware of limitations of the current model. Second section exemplifies presented methodology on a simple system of two masses connected with harmonic springs in 1D. Section V has supplementary character and underlines the formal route needed be taken to derive the Watson Hamiltonian, which in turn is immersed in the framework of normal vibrations. The last section (VI) is a detailed discussion of rigid rotor model. Current review is largely based on classic books by Bunker& Jensen [1] and Wilson,Decius&Cross [2] supplied with original papers, and a few author's own comments, derivations and theorems.
II. GENERAL THEORY
Before proceeding to the main topic, a few words of explanation are needed. Section V presents a detailed insight into the formal procedure of derivation of the Eckart-Watson form of quantum Hamiltonian for an arbitrary many-body system. This is a popular but rather specific approach, as is constrained to normal coordinates only. Any set of coordinates which is not linearly related to cartesian displacements brings significant complications. Many efforts were made to evaluate an exact representation of the kinetic energy operator (KEO) in curvlinear coordinates and Eckart embedding. Most recently an effective numerical procedure for expansion of nuclear * emil.zak.14@ucl.ac.uk; http://www.homepages.ucl.ac.uk/˜ucapejz/ KEO in arbitrary curvlinear coordinates was introduced by Yachmenev and Yurchenko [3] and successfully applied to four-atomic systems by Chubb, Yachmenev and Yurchenko [4] . Parallel analytic progress in the field has been made by Szalay [5] , [6] . Several authors: Tennyson et al. [7] , [8] , Jensen [9] , Csaszar [10] and others also succeeded to evaluate practical representations for manybody Hamiltonians in an arbitrary embedding of the body-fixed frame. In each of these cases one is theoretically able to linearize the internal coordinates and subsequently transfer into normal modes level. Nonetheless we shall follow the historically first attempt due to its strong association with normal coordinates. After separating the nuclear center of mass, and moving into the Eckart frame which guarantees minimal rotation-vibration coupling, some analytic manipulations yield the well known Watson Hamiltonian:
whereÛ is mass dependent contribution to the potential
and µ ij is the inverse of the dynamical moment of inertia tensor [11] .M i =Ĵ i −p i −L i stands for the i-th component of the total angular momentum of the system and is defined by the rovibronic angular momentum, vibrational angular momentum and electronic angular momentum, respectively. The potential operator V contains interactions between all particles in the system, whileP is the linear momentum operator in normal coordinates representation. By imposing Born-Oppenheimer separation of nuclear and electronic degrees of freedom the molecular Hamiltonian becomes a sum of an electronic and a rovibrational part:Ĥ =Ĥ el +Ĥ rv
The rovibrational Hamiltonian can be readily expanded and arranged in the following fashion: 
Mixing terms appearing in above expression are responsible for centrifugal distorsion and Coriolis couplings. For sufficiently rigid molecules they can be neglected. What remains is a purely rotational part added to internal motion energy operators decoupled from rotations:Ĥ 
The task now is to find normal coordinates for a general many-body system, so that Watson approach may be realized. Hence it becomes clear that the choice of this particular type of Hamiltonian representation was strongly dictated by its association to normal coordinates. However from practical point of view, one usually prefer start with a set of geometrically defined internal coordinates or cartesian coordinates. Thus, below we present a detailed instructions to obtain normal coordinates from arbitrarily chosen internal coordinates. Assuming the knowledge of normal coordinates of the system we may expand internuclear interaction potential energy as:
Φ ijk Q i Q j Q k + ... (6) and by truncating this expansion on quadratic terms we stay in harmonic approximation, in which normal coordinates were introduced. Now pick up the first two sums in eq. 5 and combine the second one with the truncated potential energy. By neglecting all other terms we get:
The first term in above Hamiltonian describes the energy of a rigid rotor -this model is solved and discussed in detail in section VI. The second term is the target of the present article. It is already shown in the final form, however no recipe for finding λ i and Q i was yet given. Until then this expression should be considered a blackbox.
Having separated both center of mass motion and rotations via embedding in the Eckart body-fixed frame with later transfer to the rigid rotor approximation we are left with internal nuclear motion problem. For a nonlinear molecule, or non-linear system of atoms this leaves 3N − 6 internal degrees of freedom. Lets start from a fully classical picture. After formulating a suitable representation of the Hamilton function, quantization will be performed. From eq. 5 one can infer that the total energy of the non-rotating system is a sum of kinetic and potential energy:
where x = x 1 , y 1 , z 1 , ..., x 3N −6 , y 3N −6 , z 3N −6 andẋ = x 1 ,ẏ 1 ,ż 1 , ...,ẋ 3N −6 ,ẏ 3N −6 ,ż 3N −6 are position and velocity vectors of all 3N − 6 atoms, respectively. No net external force is exerted on the system and all internal forces are conservative, hence the total energy is equal to the Hamilton function. We should be able to write ad hoc both components in cartesian coordinates:
where α i stands for cartesian coordinate in the moleculefixed (body-fixed) frame. It is very instructive to reformulate the above expression in a matrix form:
and further:
where x is a 3N − 6 dimensional position vector, while T stands for a (3N − 6) × (3N − 6) matrix representation of a diagonal metric tensor build from N − 2 diagonal blocks each containing three equal masses m i · 1 3 . It is clearly visible that the kinetic energy is a quadratic form in cartesian velocities. This observation will allow us to utilize some tools from quadratic forms theory in section IV. The internuclear potential energy is a function of 3N cartesian coordinates of all nuclei. However the functional form of potential energy is usually available in a geometrically defined internal coordinates, i.e. V nn = V nn (R 1 , R 2 , ..., R 3N −6 ), where R i is the i-th internal coordinate. The reason for that is because the potential energy function is in general a complicated function of cartesian coordinates. Internal coordinates chosen intuitively by geometrical considerations provide a more transparent perspective of types of internal motions and associated potential energy. Therefore internal coordinate representation is more suitable at this stage. Nevertheless, the potential energy function is typically also a fairly complicated function (but less complicated than in cartesian representation) of internal coordinates. Thus, a for non-high-accuracy calculation purposes lowest terms in the Taylor expansion are sufficient:
Note that the minimum of V is set to 0 and it corresponds to equilibrium values of all internal coordinates: R = (0, 0, ..., 0) = R eq . First derivatives vanish at this point. f ij , f ijk , ... are appropriate derivatives of V with respect to internal coordinates taken in equilibrium positions.
As it is exceptionally difficult to obtain internal coordinates representation of the kinetic energy (quantummechanical operator) [10] , [12] we are pushed to look for alternative approximate ways [13] . One such approach is based on the assumption that in vicinity of the equilibrium the potential energy function can be well represented only with the quadratic terms in the expansion 12.
In such case the potential energy may be also written in a matrix form:
with F as force constants matrix, i.e. the matrix of second derivatives of potential energy with respect to appropriate internal coordinates taken in equilibrium. If one would like to include anharmonicities, then for example the cubic terms should be understood as a contraction of rank 3 tensor with components f ijk with a rank 3 tensor constructed from internal coordinate vectors R. Still, internal coordinates are nonlinear functions of cartesian displacements from equilibrium geometry, what makes it technically very difficult to transform the kinetic energy operator into internal coordinate representation. Thus, we are pushed to make another crude approximation, that is to expand each internal coordinate in a series of cartesian displacements ∆α k = α k − α e k :
Here
depends only on equilibrium positions of atoms. Again in the matrix form we have:
Because we started from general considerations for 3N degrees of freedom, B matrix links the 3N cartesian displacements with the 3N − 6 linearized coordinates, hence is a rectangular matrix. In order to make it invertible we shall add 6 rows which give transformation laws for 3 translations and 3 rotations of the whole system. These are defined as follows:
where M is the total mass of the system, and
while y and z rotational coordinates are obtained by cyclic permutation of cartesian coordinates in above def-
is the x, x component of the inverse moment of the inertia tensor. After adding these relations, the B matrix is automatically reshaped into square invertable form. Further results will show however, that this step is redundant if one requires only knowledge of normal coordinates. It is rather intuitive, as neither translations nor rotations can affect the internal degrees of freedom in a decoupled model. As a matter of fact the rectangular form is sufficient to transform the KEO into normal modes form.
Note that time derivative of a cartesian displacement is exactly equal to time derivative of cartesian absolute coordinate as equilibrium position doesn't change over time. Thus, in the expression for kinetic energy in eq. 11 we may responsibly put cartesian displacements:
and readily transfer into our linearized coordinates:
Here we introduced a new matrix:
T . This definition of the G matrix indicates its dependence on atomic masses and the equilibrium geometry of the system. Despite its simple form, evaluation of G matrix is a tedious job, especially for polyatomic systems. Elements of this matrix for several example systems are presented in the appendix in ref. [2] . In contrast, the harmonic potential energy function transforms trivially:
Hence we managed to represent the total classical energy of a closed system of interacting point masses in the harmonic approximation and in terms of linearized coordinates as:
Unfortunately such form of the Hamilton function would result in coupled equations of motion due to non-diagonal forms of both G and F. From this reason it is highly desirable to transform this quadratic form into a diagonal representation. This task is equivalent to simultaneous diagonalization of two matrices. In general our wanted transformation may be written as:
where L is a square 3N − 6 dimensional transformation matrix and Q is a transformed 3N −6 dimensional vector assuring diagonal form of the total energy:
with Λ being a diagonal matrix. Above conditions uniquely define L matrix for a given G and F. The first one indicates that L is not in general an orthogonal matrix, by requiring:
whereas the second one refers to the force constant matrix transformation:
These can be unified into a single relation:
Hence L gains the interpretation of the matrix that diagonalizes the product GF with normalization condition
In general GF is not a symmetric matrix, even though both F and G are symmetric, since they normally do not commute. As a consequence we don't have a guarantee that this matrix is diagonalizable. Therefore, it is practical to perform such a transformation of the original linearized coordinates so that G is a unit matrix. This problem is carefully discussed in section IV. Having this done, it is straightforward to relate cartesian displacements to normal coordinates and vice versa:
where it is immediate to show via Kronecker theorem for determinants that B −1 L is invertible. The inverse of B can be expressed by other matrices, thereby avoiding undefined operation (probably taking pseudoinverse of B would give congruent result). In addition, from various reasons it is convenient to express left hand side of above equation as mass weighted cartesian displacements:
which can be obtained by simple matrix manipulation. The last equation defines well known l matrix:
which is orthogonal l −1 = l T so that the effective formulas for cartesian displacements and normal coordinates are respectively: Figure 1 . Visualization of the normal modes for water molecule. Arrows correspond to vectors having its beginning in equilibrium positions of respective atoms and endings in points with cartesian coordinates corresponding to basis vectors of normal coordinates space from eq.34
We shall make extensive use of the l matrix in section V. What remains, is to recall the potential energy function defined in the beginning of this section and relate λ i and f ijk etc. to the L matrix:
Note that if the initial internal coordinates were chosen to be cartesian displacements then B matrix is a unit matrix, and a more familiar relation is retrieved:
and
form an orthonormal basis for normal coordinates space. Thus, by plotting cartesian displacements corresponding to each of the basis vector one may visualize geometry distortion caused by a particular normal vibration. This is indicated with arrows in fig. II 
III. SIMPLE EXAMPLE
In this section the just described procedure is exemplified on an arguably simplest non-trivial model: two masses + three springs in one dimension. This is a classic system presented in textbooks for pedagogical purposes. 
A. Potential energy
We have a system of two masses interconnected by a spring with force constant k. Additionally these masses are connected to infinite mass, rigid walls by the same type of springs. This gives 2 degrees of freedom represented by catesian coordinates of respective masses. By investigating fig. 2 we may write down an expression for the potential energy of the system in harmonic approximation:
This is the cartesian representation. All two degrees of freedom are identified as vibrational, as in 1D case there are no rotations, and our system is being held still by infinitely heavy walls, hence no center of mass motion. Now we choose appropriate internal coordinates. In such case they can be simply displacements from equilibrium:
In this new representation the potential energy reads:
Newtonian equations of motion at this stage are coupled second order differential equations:
hence quite problematic to solve.
B. Linearized coordinates
Second step in the procedure is evaluation of linearized coordinates:
In this particular case the transformation is trivial:
so that the B matrix is a unit matrix:
Here one comment: we agreed that all degrees of freedom are vibrational. Therefore B matrix is already invertable and there's no need to extend it by rotational and translational coordinates. However if one tries to calculate the x-component of the translational coordinate:
one may argue that we should have one vibrational degree of freedom and one translational center of mass motion described by above expression. Since we assumed infinite mass of walls the center of mass of the system as a whole is always frozen. In such case T x coordinate will become a vibrational coordinate, which doesn't affect the center of mass. Such seemingly ambiguous situation is an artifact of confinement of the system in 1D between static walls. Hence we agree to call all our degrees of freedom vibrational. Moving on, the G matrix reads:
Finally from eq. 37 it is straightforward to read the elements of the force constant matrix:
and the Hamilton function takes the following form:
We are looking for a matrix L that transforms normal to linearized coordinates S = LQ, diagonalizes GF matrix and preserve the correct norm:
First lets calculate the GF matrix:
The Kernel of the operator GF − 1Λ is spanned by two orthonormal vectors:
which constitute the prospective L matrix:
and the eigenvalues matrix read:
One easily checks that L is orthogonal, hence:
giving two non-degenerate normal modes: symmetric stretching and asymmetric stretching respectively. We may also want to evaluate the l matrix:
to give:
The Hamilton function is now a sum of two independent components:
where
Having the classical expression for Hamilton function derived as well as having invertible transformation between cartesian and normal representation we are ready to turn into quantum mechanics. The kinetic energy operator in cartesian coordinates reads:
Our 'curvlinear' coordinates R = (R 1 , ..., R 3N −6 ) role is now taken by the derived normal coordinates:
At this stage we could step forward in twofold way. We could either start from cartesian representation and apply chain rule to get internal coordinate representation or use the derived separable form of Hamilton function and apply the Podolsky trick. An excellent paper on this freedom of choice is given in ref. [14] . We choose the former method as more straightforward in this case:
Note that only the sum of above two provides form invariance under linear transformation of cartesian coordinates:T Q = 1 2m
By setting Q 1 = 1 and Q 2 = 0 and reversely we may depict cartesian displacements along a chosen normal coordinate.
IV. MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND
In order to understand the problem of finding of normal vibrations at the deepest level, it is necessary to recall several mathematical definitions and theorems, commonly used in linear operators theory [15] :
If an operator A is diagonalizable, and β diagonalizes it by the similarity transformation:
then for any real number γ we may define the power of the operator as follows:
If operator A contains any zero's in its spectrum, then γ > 0.
Theorem 1 Any matrix A defined above and any pair real numbers compatible with def. 1 satisfies:
Proof 1
As long as D are diagonal, exponentiation converts into simple number operations:
In classical and even more in quantum mechanics, special role is assigned to self-adjoint operators, in particular to those which are additionally positive definite (∀x (x, Ax) ≥ 0). It follows from the fact that positive definite operators posses only non-negative eigenvalues, which is a physical requirement for observables. Nonnegative spectrum is an immediate consequence of positive definitiness:
Lemma 1 If an operator A is self-adjoint, then A γ is also self-adjoint.
Proof 2 Matrix that diagonalizes a self-adjoint operator is unitary. It follows from the equality:
because D is diagonal and have all its elements positive( as the eigenvalues of A are real).
Lets turn into application in classical mechanics. Kinetic and potential energy functions may be expressed as expectation values of some linear operators (cf. 11), namely:
where: T ij are time independent matrix elements of kinetic energy operator (classical!) in a basis constructed from time derivatives of consecutive coordinates; n is the number of degrees of freedom. By utilizing natural scalar product of Euclidean space (e i , e j ) = δ ij , i, j = 1, 2, 3 we get:
Round brackets are just another way to denote the scalar product -here to distinguish it from Dirac brackets representing scalar product in L 2 (R 3 , d 3 r) space. As far as the kinetic energy is required to be non-negative (and in quantum case positive) the operator T is positivedefinite, real and symmetric, hence also self-adjoint. Potential energy, as a complicated function of cartesian coordinates is usually expanded in Taylor series and, in our approach, truncated at quadratic terms (see, eq. 6 and eq. 20 ):
Near the minimum, the second derivative is always positive, hence for a small displacement from equilibrium following inequality holds:
where α i is a general cartesian coordinate of the the i-th atom, as defined in previous section. Thereby we may assume that in the range of applicability of the normal coordinates the potential energy classical operator is real, symmetric and positive-definite:
Lagrange function in this approximation reads:
And Euler-Lagrange equations
yield in equations of motion in the form:
whereas in operator notation:
Here one faces numerous possible ways of solving of the above set of coupled differential equations. Of course we would like to see them decoupled. By and large it means that we want to find such basis in the euclidean space that both kinetic and potential energies are diagonal. Below we present two alternative ways to achieve it: 1. A formal approach is to postulate the form of solution in analogy to the simple harmonic oscillator:
Solutions to this equation are given by a set being the Kernel of the V − ω 2 T operator, i.e. ξ ∈ Ker(V − ω 2 T ). Next we aim in reformulation of above equation into an eigenvalue problem for some operator.
To do that, lets first act on both sides with the operator T 
Using the resolution of identity T
and denoting:
we find:
of course by definition of T and V , the W operator is symmetric and real, which guarantees the existence of an orthonormal eigenbasis:
This orthonormality condition translates onto orthonormality of initial eigenstates:
Therefore the special solution to the system of equations 77 is given by:
The general solution is a linear combination of all special solutions:
If provided initial conditions: α(0) = κ,α(0) = β and restricting only to real part of solutions, we finally obtain:
Lets notice key features of the above solution:
• a net motion is a superposition of vibrations of a precisely determined frequency
• Relative vibrational amplitudes are determined by components ξ
On the margin note that
because T commutes with V .
After diagonalization of V − ω 2 T the Lagrangian takes separable form:
where: Λ is a diagonal matrix of normal frequencies, while Q is a superposition of original coordinates according to the transformation:
x , whereas O is transition matrix into the eigenbasis of the W operator. In consequence, one can easily transform into Hamilton function to get:
Reader may compare this result to see that it represents exactly the same Hamilton function as in eq.23.
To avoid confusion we shall point out that V matrix is identical with the force constant matrix F and was intentionally written to show the link with the V operator.
2. Lagrangian is simply a sum of two quadratic forms, which stay in 1:1 correspondence with metric matrices. The task is to simultaneously diagonalize those two quadratic forms. Beforehand lets prove the following statement:
Theorem 2 Let V be euclidean space. In such case there is 1:1 correspondence between self-adjoint operators on V and symmetric metricsg on V :
and following relation holds:
If however g,g, A are matrices in an arbitrary basis of two metrics on V and A, then:
Proof of this theorem is not instructive, hence will be omitted. By using above theorem we may conclude, that for any real number λ similar equality holds:
As a consequence, the subspace
is non-trivial if and only if λ is an eigenvalue of the operator A, and this subspace is an eigensubspace of A. Note that if y ∈ Ker(g − λg) then for any vector x we haveg(x, y) = λg(x, y). Thus, subspaces V λ orthogonal with respect to g are at the same time orthogonal with respect tog, while for metrics contracted to these subspaces there is a proportionality:gV λ = λgV λ . It simply means that determination of the subspace V λ brings us a basis where bothg and g are diagonal. This statement is a subject of the next theorem:
Theorem 3 Let g andg be two symmetric forms on a real, finite dimensional space V , and assume that g is positive-definite (it can be checked e.g. via Sylvester criterion [15] ). Let λ 1 , ..., λ s be all possible real numer for which the kernelg − λ i g is non-trivial, i.e.
and this sum is orthogonal with respect to both metrics. In a basis orthonormal with respect to g, consistent with the space decomposition, the metric matrices take diagonal form: In practice, determination of Kernel Ker(g − λ i g) is reduced to solution of a system of homogeneous equations, together with a solvability condition:
In the next step, for any found λ we solve the system of equations:
Linearly independent vectors corresponding to the same characteristic value are further orthogonalized with respect to g metric using Gram-Schmidt method. After subsequent normalization we finally get:
The most effective and practical turns out to be the second approach, just described. Therefore we will try to sketch steps needed to be taken in order to find normal vibrations via simultaneous diagonalization of two quadratic forms:
1. Having found the Hessian matrix F (cf. 12, potential energy representation) as well as the kinetic energy matrix G (from geometric considerations), we want to find such basis transformation so that both mentioned matrices are diagonal. If our initial coordinates are cartesian, then G = T. First, solve the following equation:
to determine the allowed frequencies of vibrations in the system.
Find bases of the Kernel of the operator:
3. If any of the modes is degenerate, then perform orthonormalization with respect to T . The kinetic energy operator defines a quadratic form, which set a metric on euclidean space. The orthogonalization is performed with respect to this metric, what we write as: (e i , Te j ) = δ ij .
As a result the Lagrangian takes separable form:
Transition matrix to the common eigenbasis is build of normalized vectors Q. The relation between original (cartesian) coordinates and new coordinates (normal) is given as: Q = βx, where
has unit values on its diagonal, while diagonal elements of F diag represent eigen-frequencies of the system.
The separated Lagrangian guarantees decoupled
equations of motion of harmonic oscillator type, which has a general solution:
6. Utilizing the relation between new and old coordinates (components respective vectors) we have:
7. Hence the explicit form for components reads:
8. From initial conditions x(0) = κ,ẋ(0) = β we can determine the values of coefficients A k and B k :
Alternative and yet interesting method of finding of normal coordinates may be the application of the Fourier transform to both sides of the equation for eigenvector of both quadratic forms. By that means the equation is transformed into frequency domain, yielding readily separated problem. This can be done on account of first powers of spatial coordinates appearing in the potential energy function. As a result we get a vector equation:
where we used integration by parts twice and applied the following trick: before we can act with the Fourier transform our functions must behave 'well' enough, hence we must assume that our system was under an action of some dumping force parametrized by so that x(t) vanishes in infinity. After that we take the limit → 0 to retrieve the form of eq. 107.
V. GENERAL THEORY OF NUCLEAR MOTION A. Introduction
In this section we aim in giving a more detailed insight into the basics of nuclear motion theory. Unlike electronic structure, the nuclear motion calculations require 3 key factors: a) preferably exact representation of the nuclear kinetic energy operator in terms of chosen curvlinear coordinates, b) accurate potential energy surface, c) effective basis set, which allows for evaluation of matrix elements at the lowest possible cost. Having these provided a method of solution of the Schrödinger equation is also needed. Here we treat one aspect of point a). The last section, in turn, catches a bit of point c), serving rigorous theory that underlies commonly used rotational basis sets. Similar treatment of two most popular vibrational basis sets may be found in ref. [16] and references therein. Methods of solution of SE are discussed in wide set of textbooks and papers; here we refer to author's unpublished work on discrete variable representation [17] , as one of possible techniques.
Normal coordinates are special case of curvlinear coordinates, same as straight line is a special case of a curve. In what follows we introduce several frames of reference that are commonly used by authors. After careful investigation of the procedure for separation of the center of mass we shall focus on a special case of Eckart frame, to yield so called Watson form of the rovibronic Hamiltonian.
B. Rovibronic Coordinates
This section is intended to provide comprehensive, to a reasonable extent, review of coordinate system choices and their implications on the form of molecular Hamilton operator.
Laboratory Frame
Lets consider a system with N point particles. As a model for physical space we shall consider pair (Ξ, V ) constituting affine space over three dimensional vector space V with metric g ij = δ ij associated with set of points Ξ (Euclidean space). At this early stage we don't distinguish between electrons and nuclei, leaving the expressions more general. Such an approach may occur useful when investigating exotic systems like muon atoms (cold fusion) [18, 19] , Excitons [20] , etc. The primary, however poorly descriptive choice of coordinate system is space-fixed cartesian frame of reference depicted in fig.3 with origin marked as ∅ 0 . Given a set of physical quantities ( mass: m i , charge: C i e, electron g-factor: g, electron spin: s i , nuclear gfactor: g α , nuclear spin: I α , nulcear charge quadrupole moment: Q α ab , nuclear polarizability: χ α ij , etc. ) one can try to extract information about a system by solving stationary Schrödinger equation. Resulting eigenval-ues and eigenfunctions provide complete description of a system in quantum-mechanical sense. Hilbert space of such system divides into two orthogonal subspaces for fermions and bosons, but this is yet another story [21] . Skipping less relevant digressions, a general Hamiltonian for a molecular system may be written in the following form:Ĥ
H other stands here for other forms of energy not included in present discussion, e.g. mutual electron magnetic moment interactions, spin-orbit coupling, hyperfine couplings, etc. These will be the subject of another article. As the system consist of N species, the quantum energy operator depend on 3N position operators: (X 1 , Y 1 , Z 1 , ...X N , Y N , Z N ) and 3N momentum operators: (P 1x , P 1y , P 1z , ...P N x , P N y , P N z ). Our aim is to change the coordinates in a way allowing us firstly to perform easier separation of electronic motion from vibrations of nuclei and rotational motion entire molecule, secondly to visualize the correspondence between expressions appearing in Hamiltonian and type of motion and finally to make some physically justified approximations leading to some exactly solvable situations. These solutions may be later utilized as a basis for more accurate calculations.
a. The first step in changing to rovibronic coordinates is separation of the center of mass. We therefore define isometric affine transformation ( R CM , M CM ) ∅ LAB [22] as follows:
where the translation of the origin is given by center of mass vector in laboratory frame of reference:
Hence, the origin of the new coordinates system is chosen (by the above definition) in the center of mass of a molecule, i.e. ∅ CM = ∅ LAB + R CM (cf. Fig.? ?). This implies:
Thus, instead dealing with N position vectors of all particles we can incorporate center of mass vector as one of the coordinates and eliminate the coordinates of one arbitrary particle, since there will always be exactly one vector linearly dependent on others (cf. 111). This is formally another affine transformation with no translational part, and linear part equal to identity except first three relations replacing coordinates of the first particle by center of mass coordinates, which are 0 in our system. Following this line of thought, we've passed from laboratory to center of mass coordinates as shown below:
(112) where we have erased 'particle 1' coordinates. Now we need to check how momentum operators transform under the given coordinate change. These are 1-forms on Hilbert space. In cartesian laboratory frame (denoted as L) the kinetic energy operator reads:
or in more general form can be regarded as the contraction of a metric tensor with a 2-vector formed from differentiation operators. Lets transform the first derivatives according to the chain rule:
Due to the convention excluding first particle's coordinates from the coordinate system, the cartesian kinetic energy operator of the first particle transforms differently from the rest:
One could tempt to draw conclusions about couplings between particle's motions at this stage. However, one remarkable feature of many-body systems should be pointed here: although some intermediate 'one-particle' terms may seem complicated, it is often the case, that their collective treatment reveals numerous cancellations, entailing a simple final picture. Therefore one should not rush for interpretation without analyzing the system as a whole. Accordingly, after substituting derived Laplace operators into kinetic energy terms we get:
Taking sums with respect to all particles the total kinetic energy operator reads:
where we can identify the kinetic energy of the center of massT CM , total kinetic energy of individual, independent particlesT 0 and kinetic energy correction term resulting from coupling of correlated particles motion, called often mass polarization or cross-termsT . This term can be treated as a perturbation to uncoupled Hamiltonian, and in first order of perturbation theory the correction appears as so called mass polarization pa-
. Lets notice at this point emerging coupling between the motions of particles. Because a change in position of any of the particles affects the position of center of mass, which we chose as dynamical variable of the system, and because the origin of coordinate system is located in the center of mass, numerical values of other particles positions undergo a change either. It is not a physical effect, rather an artifact of particular coordinate system. It's the cost one must pay in order to separate the center of mass of a system and thereafter to reduce the dimension of the problem. This cost is however in most cases viable due to the fact couplings are linear in the inverse of total mass of the system, which in case of electrons correspond to non-Born-Oppenheimer (NBO) terms. These are usually neglected on account of electron's mass being three orders of magnitude smaller than that for lightest nucleus. In other words, all except first particle's (which is excluded from the system) kinetic energy operators transform trivial when restricting to BO regime, i.e. when neglecting linear terms of electron mass and total (in practice nuclear) mass quotient. This is quite reasonable approximation, as the motion of light electrons very minutely affects the position of center of mass, therefore very weakly couples to motion of other particles. Culomb potential energy depends only on distances between particles, hence transforms identically to the center of mass coordinate system:V = 1 2
Because the Hamilton operator in 120 is separable, we can separate the wavefunction of center of mass as follows: Figure 4 . Three space-fixed frames of reference: Laboratory, total center of mass and nuclear center of mass.
where Φ int is the wavefunction of internal motion of the system.
Nuclear center of mass coordinate frame
It will be very useful to begin our discussion with the following theorem:
Theorem 4 (Center of mass coupling) If S denotes the entire system and A is a system of particles that constitute a subset of S, then whenever transforming via affine map M A from a space-fixed cartesian coordinate system with a frozen origin ∅ 0 to a cartesian coordinate system with origin ∅ 1 located in the center of mass of subset A, the corresponding kinetic energy operator of the entire system S transforms into separable form of simple sum of two kinetic energy operatorsT A ⊕T S/A written in explicit as follows:
where differentiation is taken with respect to coordinates in ∅ 1 orthogonal coordinate system.
Proof 3 Linear part of the affine transformation relates coordinates of considered systems as:
where i ∈ A. Using the chain rule we can write the expression for the first derivative:
Please note that the transformation does not mix different components (can be decomposed into three transformations of orthogonal subspaces), hence summation over s vanishes immediately:
The symbol δ iA is defined by:
Consequently,
where ρ k1 stands for 1-st component of pointing vector of particle k in A center of mass system. Mixed terms can be evaluated in similar way to yield:
After extending above formulas to three dimensions, the intermediate result appear as:
And unlike in the approach of ref. [1] , we obtain simple cross terms transformation:
Finally the total kinetic energy operator in ∅ 1 and the new coordinates reads :
By rearranging summations one obtain separable operator:
Now, on the base of relation 120 we could claim that it is possible to pass from space-fixed frozen-origin laboratory frame to A frame, on account of transitive relation between these frames. To prove that and to reveal some formalism we write that:
We consider three transformations:
1. From the laboratory frame to the total center of mass frame, with associated affine transformation:
2. From the total center of mass frame to the nuclear center of mass frame:
3. From the laboratory frame to the nuclear center of mass frame:
∅0
If we are be able to show that combining the first two transformations yields in the third function, the proof is be complete. In other words we ask if:
holds. Utilizing the properties of affine transformation: (x, A) ∅ • (y, B) ∅ = (x + Ay, AB) ∅ and (x, A) ∅ = (x + (A − id)a, A) ∅+a we can write that:
In the present case the subsystem A stands for all nuclei of the system (molecule), hence S/A gathers all electrons. Lets label by 1, 2, ..., N nuc nuclei of the system and by N nuc + 1, N nuc + 2, ..., N nuc + N el , where N nuc + N el = N . Linear affine map into the new coordinates system is defined as:
where: is nuclear center of mass in space fixed total center of mass coordinates system. Therefore explicit transformation may be written as:
The above theorem guarantees that we can make straightforward transformation from a space-fixed coordinate system into a nuclear center of mass coordinate system obtaining the kinetic energy operator expressed as in eq.133.
Euler Angles
Euler angles define the position of the rotated frame of reference with respect to the space fixed frame. There are several conventions yielding equivalent results, but for our purposes so called zyz' convention will be most suitable [2] . [24] .
Therefore in zyz scheme the general rotation matrix in physical space reads:
cos θ cos φ cos χ − sin φ sin χ cos θ sin φ cos χ + cos φ sin χ − sin θ cos χ − cos θ cos φ sin χ − sin φ cos χ − cos θ sin φ sin χ + cos φ cos χ sin θ sin χ sin θ cos φ sin θ sin φ cos θ
and this acts on the column representation of a vector in the space fixed frame, yielding the column representation of a vector in the rotating frame:
Of course R zyz (φ, χ, θ) ∈ SO(3), hence:
Rotations in Hilbert space associated with rotations in physical space are given by unitary operator: U R n φ = exp − i J · nφ as for rotation about φ around n vector.
Molecule-fixed frame
a. Classical approach Main advantage of the bodyfixed frames of reference together with rovibronic coordinates is intuitive form of associated Hamilton operator of a system, allowing to apply approximations leading to separation of rotational and vibrational motion, etc. Terms responsible for particular physical effects may be then identified, providing convenient way of controlling approximation procedures. They also have considerable computational advantages such as use of 3 − j symbols in angular potential integrations instead of 6 − j in spacefixed case [25] . Lets introduce the body-fixed frame, determine rotational coordinates. Mutual orientation of body-fixed and space fixed frames is commonly given by set of three Euler angles (see fig.141 ). Origins of both coordinate systems are located in molecular center of mass.
Previous assumptions lead to the conclusion that three rotating axes must be embedded to the molecular system according to some arbitrary rule. So far we've got a set of 3N − 3 coordinates in molecular center of mass cartesian coordinate system: (x 2 , y 2 , z 2 , ..., x N , y N , z N ). We want a transformation into rotating frame of reference described by set of new coordinates: (θ, φ, χ, Q 1 , ..., Q 3N −6 ). These are called rovibronic coordinates [1] . Q i stand for functions of cartesian coordinates. Herein, these functions are linear giving rise to normal coordinates. However one may choose any curvlinear internal coordinates (not discussed here). Every molecule has its equilibrium geometry defined as a set of coordinates values minimizing globally internal potential energy of the molecule. Lets denote equilibrium position vectors of all particles in a system as a α defining displacement from equilibrium position vectors as:
According to fig.4 we can write total velocity of α − th particle of a system in laboratory cartesian coordinates system.
The components of above equation correspond to center of mass velocity˙ R α , velocity due to rotation of bodyfixed frame ω × r α and motion of particle in the rotating coordinate system v α , respectively. Now lets write a classical formula for the kinetic energy of our system of N particles in LAB frame:
where for the last term we've used cyclic invariance of mixed vector product. After separating centre of mass motion the expression simplifies a bit -this is equivalent to passing into center of mass frame of reference. This yield in three relations confining the coordinates of all particles of a system:
which is followed by (see 145)
The only thing needed to be specified is the embedding of the rotating frame, which will provide another three relations. The natural choice and historical one is the condition of vanishing angular momentum of a collection of all particles in rotating frame:
Now if ρ α is small for all α's then we can within a good approximation write r α ≈ a α and
This approximation hold well for most of fairly rigid molecular systems, as the amplitudes of vibrations of semi-rigid molecules generally don't exceed 5% of bond length [2] . For more general point of view see, for example later paper by Schmiedt, et al. [26] . Keeping this intuition C. Eckart [27] postulated following general conditions:
whereas eq.150 stating approximate angular momentum conservation law occurs as it's direct consequence. The specification of the instantaneous position of the moving axes requires six numbers, which may be taken to be the three center of mass coordinates and the Eulerian angles [27] . Hence we should have only 3N − 6 independent internal coordinates Q i . Utilizing these conditions we may write the kinetic energy in a new form
where we have rotational energy, vibrational kinetic energy and Coriolos coupling energy respectively. This Eckart-derived form allows to separate rotations from vibrations with the least cost, letting for most effective perturbation treatment of the Coriolis coupling. Note that Eckart equations have to be solved for euler angles. After introducing moment of inertia tensor I ij = N α=1 m α ( r · rI − r α ⊗ r α ); and some algebraic manipulations the kinetic energy reads
Deriving the above relation would be a good simple exercise, left for the reader. One of the possible ways of dealing with internal motion of molecule (relative motion of nuclei) is normal coordinates approach. They are defined by linear relation to cartesian coordinates:
for i = 1, 2, 3 -index of displacement vector components, η α ik stands for linear transformation matrix (3 × N × 3N − 6) diagonalizing simultaneously kinetic energy and quadratic terms in potential energy of a system ; Q k is k-th normal coordinate. Of course α enumerates particles of the system, in practice those are the nuclei. We don't transfer the notation from section II, to save the consistency with original derivations. Within the normal coordinates framework the Coriolis term reads
where we introduced Levi-Civita totally antisymmetric tensor ijk and defined τ matrix as follows:
Here for the first time so called Coriolis coupling constants ξ appeared, defined by the relation
The kinetic energy transforms now to the form
Our aim is to make transition into quantummechanical expression for the kinetic energy, thus Hamilton picture is required, which, in turn involves generalized momenta and coordinates. Historical and perhaps more intuitive route utilizes angular momentum representation, what de facto makes somewhat around way into the quantum mechanical formalism. Lets start from the definition of angular momentum:
Introducing angular velocity, moment of inertia and normal coordinates we get
It is desired to relate angular and generalized momenta, therefore we write the momentum conjugated to Q s as
now we can construct vibrational angular momentum. Its presence can be easily observed when considering vibrations of acetylene, where some motions of atoms that destroy linearity may contribute to some internal angular momentum of the molecule. Another example may be quasi-free rotations of methyl groups in hydrocarbons. These motions are in fact oscillations, which 'look' like rotations, carrying also some internal angular momentum.
It is clear that
hence,
The only task now is to get rid of angular velocity. Making use of relation between angular momentum and an-gular velocity
what follows from 161
By inverting the above relations to express angular velocities on left hand side of equations lets rewrite this system in a matrix form. Formally we intoduce
relation 166 may be formulated in compact form
from which it's straightforward to obtain angular velocities by inverting real symmetric matrix I. Then kinetic energy takes more compact form, being a good starting point for the quantum Hamiltonian:
where M := J − j and µ is the inverse matrix of I. This exact expression plays a crucial role in classical mechanics of non-rigid rotating bodies [2] .
Podolsky Trick
When attempting to derive quantum-mechanical form of the Hamilton operator for the general system discussed in previous paragraph, one might try to apply Jordan rules straightforwardly to eq.
170. Unfortunately such approach will result in wrong answer, mainly because we've made transformation from cartesian to rovibronic(curvlinear) coordinates:
where ξ is composed of transformation into molecular center of mass system and transformation molecule-fixed rotating frame of reference by use of Euler angles 4. Both transformations are affine transformations. The first one is simply ( R CM , M CM ) ∅ LAB and the latter has identity as translation part, while linear part is a combination of three Euler rotations. Classical expression for total energy in Lagrange formalism may be simply written as [14] : 
(173) where use of chain rule for coordinate change results in form of quadratic form metric tensor:
We can use the definition of generalized momentum P i = ∂(H−V ) ∂q to transform above relations into Hamilton form:
where g ij matrix is inverse of g ij (we've simply raised two indices in metric tensor).
For clarity of notation we will up from now use Einstein summation convention, discerning upper and lower indices. Therefore classical Hamilton function will be written as follows: H = 1 2 g ij P i P j + V (q i ). In cartesian coordinates the metric tensor has unit matrix representation (up to a constant factor). However when transformed into, for example spherical or elliptical coordinates, it takes more complicated form. The proper form of the quantum Hamiltonian for general coordinates system was given by B.Podolsky in 1928 [28] :
+V (177) where g is the determinant of the metric tensor. The above expression can be derived in following way. First we build Laplace-Beltrami operator [29] as
with divergence of a vector field F defined as
and gradient of a scalar field φ:
Combining the two results in
Therefore if the transformation from cartesian to generalized coordinates is given by the relation q i = q i (x 1 , y 1 , z 1 , ..., x N , y N , z N ) then the quantummechanical Hamilton operator transforms according to the expression:Ĥ
and the corresponding Schrödinger equation reads
Note that wavefunction in cartesian representation was normalized according to the condition:
where dx = dx 1 dy 1 dz 1 ...dx N dy N dz N is the volume element in space V . Now, after transformation our wavefunction is expressed by generalized coordinates. But volume element transforms linearly with factor equal to Jacobian: dq = Jac[q(x)]dx = g 1 2 dx. Now demanding consistency:
(185) we find that
Derived expression for the kinetic energy 170 involves however angular momenta, while in Podolsky approach we utilize generalized momenta representation. Thus, the mapping from the classical expression into the quantummechanical form cannot be done directly. In order to apply the Podolsky procedure to our form of the Hamilton function, we must first find the form of the podolsky Hamiltonian in the angular momentum representation, then prove that this formula is consistent with the original one, i.e. gives the proper quantum-mechanical energy operator. Lets start from the assumption that generalized momentum is linearly related to the rovibronic angular momentum. This is very strong statement, and will need a detailed proof.
then classical expression for kinetic energy 170 takes the form
Ask then what conditions must be satisfied in order that
while knowing G? First lets invert eq. 187
Inserting 190 into 189 yields in
This result mean that if we're able to find linear relation between angular (or any other quantity) and linear momentum, and this relation would fulfill above condition, then we can replace classical Hamilton function represented by 188 with 189. Knowing the coefficients a ij and the metric tensor g ij is sufficient to find the quantummechanical expression for the Hamiltonian of a non-rigid body. This enables us to set up the next step, namely finding geometrical relation between rovibronic angular momentum and linear generalized momentum conjugated with euler angles. Consequently lets expand angular momentum in terms linear momenta via the chain rule:
assuming that potential energy is independent of generalized velocities. Thereby, all we need is relation between the components of˙ φ,˙ θ,˙ χ and components of angular velocity in molecule-fixed rotating frame ω x , ω y , ω z . Imagine space and molecule-fixed frames of reference with angular velocities ω drawn along the corresponding axes.
Vector as a tensor object must be invariant to coordinate change, while its components transform according to general tensor transformation. This implies vector equality
of angular velocities in both coordinate frames. General expression for angular velocity in space-fixed frame reads
and in rotating molecule-fixed frame:
After that we need to express˙ φ,˙ θ,˙ χ components in a space-fixed basis. Lets make use of geometrical relations:
On the other hand the components of angular velocities in both frames are related by Euler angles transformation matrix:
cos θ cos φ cos χ − sin φ sin χ cos θ sin φ cos χ − sin θ cos χ − cos θ cos φ sin χ − sin φ cos χ − cos θ sin φ sin χ + cos φ cos χ sin θ sin χ sin θ cos φ sin θ sin φ cos θ
Provided components of ω expressed by Euler angles time derivatives (cf.199) we can write final transformation as
obtaining set of linear equations with respect to Euler angles time derivatives. We can easily identify resulting transformation matrix and write inverse relations (it's faster to inverse this linear system by simple substitutions):
Now we are ready to write explicit relation from eq. 187:
(203) After introducing vibrational angular momentum j to complete general momenta space, we are able to read coefficients in eq.190:
. . .
Note that we have 3 generalized momenta associated with Euler angles and 3N − 6 momenta incorporated in vibrational angular momentum and vibrational kinetic energy
Relation 190 requires also inverse a matrix coefficients, which can be obtained with little mainpulation on 205:
Utilizing some trigonometric identities we find that a −1 ≡ det a −1 = 1 sin θ ; of course from Cauchy matrix theorem a ≡ det a = sin θ. In the next step we should investigate if the condition
is satisfied. It may be rewritten to a simpler form:
Now lets evaluate following a-matrix sums:
Acting with momenta operators on respective sums:
This allows us to write explicit expression for second term in 210:
two last terms give no contribution to the final sum and eventually ... = − sin χ cos χ cos θ + cos 2 χ cot θ + cos θ cos χ sin θ+ + sin χ cos χ cos θ − cos θ sin χ cos χ + sin 2 χ cot θ = cot θ (218)
Coming back to 210 we find Podolsky condition fulfilled:
This means that we can pass from classical quadratic form of the Hamilton function to the quantummechanical operator form denoted below [30] 
(220) where following relation must be satisfied:
After almost 30 years after derivation of the Hamiltonian from eq.220 by Darling and Dennison [30] J.K.G. Watson came up with a tricky way to simplify this operator using some sum rules and commutation relations [31] . The final form of the Hamiltonian is very similar to the classical onê
whereÛ occurs to be mass dependent contribution to the potentialÛ
To remind, in present case we are treating all particles of a system as point masses, not distinguishing between nuclei and electrons. For the sake of convention lets denote instantaneous position of i − th particle in body fixed rotating frame r i = (r ix , r iy , r iz ). Reference configuration, not necessarily equilibrium, will be abbreviated as r 0 i . We require now six constraints that allow to specify the position and orientation of moving axes at every instant (relative to set of particles). In fact it was already introduced as the Eckart frame 151.To summarize and gather all conditions within present notation:
setting rotating frame of reference of molecular center of mass. As long as there's no external fields translation in space is the symmetry of the molecular Hamiltonian [1] , due to space uniformity. Hence molecular center of mass motion can be separated and corresponding constant energy taken as a reference.
2.
There's no angular momentum of generated by the system with respect to the rotating frame(in fact the conditions are more general i m i r 0 i × ρ i = 0) In order to separate the center of mass motion and rotation of the axis system we introduce a new set of 3N coordinates, say normal coordinates [32] , related to cartesian by orthogonal transformationR =∈ SO(3N ). Of course the conditions for the body-fixed frame may be written in both types of coordinates, but normal coordinates provide expressions with easily discernible rotational, vibrational and coupling parts, making the problem more transparent. In practise we have to decomposê R into two:R =L ·Ŵ .
(226)
In order to apply some rotating axes embedding we make use of Eckart conditions and write Q(1) = ... = Q(6) = 0. L matrix in one of possible ways can be understood as 3N × 3N − 6 rectangular transformation to normal coordinates unitary matrix: 
Imposing unitarity of the above matrix L T L = LL T = 1 provides useful relations: 
Left hand side of the last equation can be rearranged to:
We can discover that moment of inertia tensor stays symmetric under index transposition, therefore provided that the entire above expression is zero, the other factor in the equation must be antisymmetric under odd index permutation. This implies that • The last relation arising from the orthogonality of L is useful a transformation of cartesian coordinates into normal modes:
the last to terms vanish in Eckart frame, yielding 'standard' relations between cartesian and normal coordinates.
There are two kinds of vibration-rotation interaction coefficients 1. Coriolis coupling coefficients in vibrational angular momentum:
whereP is momentum conjugate toQ i.e. 
For future purposes it is essential to derive commutation relations for angular momentum operator. Thereby we claim that:
Theorem 5 Angular momentum associated with rotations of body-fixed coordinates frame with respect to space-fixed frame obeys following commutation relations
We've shown that angular momentum is related to generalized momenta by linear expressions (cf.203). Then left hand side for choice of x and z components is equal to (on account of linearity of commutators):
here comes perfect moment to introduce following useful lemma:
In other words, commutator of any differentiable function of variable x with x component of quantum-mechanical momentum operator is proportional to derivative of function f with respect to x. This relation simplifies many commutator operations.
... = i cos χP θ + i sin χ csc θP φ + cot θ cos χ,P χ P χ = = i cos χP θ + sin χ csc θP φ − cot θ sin χP χ = i Ĵ y
and similarly for other permutations.
Above relations are historically named anomalous commutation relations to be distinguished from commutation relations for space-fixed angular momentum operators, where there's no " − " in front of right hand side. Now lets turn our attention into vibrational angular momentum operators:
Theorem 6 Angular momentum associated with vibrations of atoms in molecules with respect to body-fixed frame (Eckart frame)obeys following commutation relations
Proof 5 Lets expand left hand side from definition of vi-brational angular momentum
where the last equality comes from relabelling summation indices: m → k, k → m, l → l with subsequent transposition of m, l on Coriolis coefficients. Further use of the sum rules 243-245 yields:
in last transformation we changed summation indices k → l, γ → δ. Now contracting first term in last line by noticing totally antisymmetric term, and applying Coriolis coefficient definition:
but last expression is a product of totally symmetric (interaction coefficients are and moment of inertia are symmetric tensors) and totally antisymmetric factor, with summation over all indices, summing up eventually to zero.
As introduced in 170 the µ αβ is defined as reciprocal of I αβ
here terms linear in normal coordinates are the same in I and I , therefore interaction coefficients a αβ k are the same for both. Now we want to express our refined moment of inertia by normal coordinates
By taking a closer look at above expression one may infer that there exist a simpler factorized form of the last sum:
Note that I as a function of normal coordinates is much simpler than I, although physical significance of I is harder to visualize. That's the reason for introducing I and µ subsequently. In order to rearrange Podolsky Hamiltonian into simpler form it will be necessary to calculate two types of commutators, namely ĵ α , µ , ĵ α , µ αβ , hence lets start with matrix form of µ operator, for easier manipulation:
(259) using the fact that I I −1 = 1 results in equality: ĵ α , I I −1 + I ĵ α , I −1 = 0 which when inserted into above expression yields in:
By considering matrix elements of µ we can continue calculations in following fashion:
(261) This result is quite surprising, as the vibrational angular momentum is a differential operator, which usually do not commute with functions of coordinates. Having that done, attention can be turned into the commutator of the determinant µ. Lets note that since µ = det I −1 2 det I 0 is expressed by the determinant of I we can consider only ĵ α , I . After some calculations we obtain:
(262) At present stage we can attempt to write down the Podolsky Hamiltonian in a new form. Firstly lets deal with the Hamiltonian in 220 investigating the two terms separately:
where we've made use of commutation relation for µ tensor elements derived earlier, as well as of the expression for determinant of µ matrix. Lets treatĵ i as differential operator (as it is indeed), then:
... = µ ijMiMj + µ ij I 1 2
(265) Now consider the vibrational kinetic energy term in 220:
Evaluating separately appropriate commutators:
Following Watson we denote respective terms in the residual Hamiltonian as U 1 , U 2 , U 3 , U 4 .
First lets evaluate U 1 : 
and making use of the Kronecker deltas δ ξλ , δ κν , δ νφ we finally obtain
To simplify second term U 2 lets first compute following inner expression:
using identity:
(272) we find:
With such preparation we're ready to evaluate U 2 expression:
in the meantime lets expand above commutator
after using the identity:
In order to calculate the third term we will need a general lemma regarding differentiation of determinants:
Theorem 7 For a given reversible matrix A containing elements remaining functions of x the following equality holds:
Recalling:
we may use the lemma to find that:
due to the introduced definition of interaction coefficient 240, and the fact that I is linear in normal coordinates, thus
. Coming back to U 3 ,
where we've made use of sum rule for interaction coefficients 244. Mostly in similar way we can evaluate the last term U 4
remembering
α,β,γ,δ, ,ξ αβγ δ ξ I αδ I β I γξ
inserting into original expression, and after short manipulations we get
Upon adding U 1 and U 3 we notice that last term in U 3 cancels U 1 , hence 
VI. RIGID ROTOR APPROXIMATION
In the last section of this paper we present solution and a short discussion of the model of rigid rotor in 3D. Resulting eigenstates are ubiquitous in nuclear motion theory, thereby this model should be deemed as important. In section II we ended with an approximate form for rotational Hamiltonian: 
For spectroscopic purposes it will be convenient to rewrite the above equation into wavenumber units, because energy scale of rotational transitions is of order of tens/hundreds wavenumbers. Introducing rotational constants, e.g. A e = 2 µ e aa 2hc , with convention that A e ≥ B e ≥ C e we find a new form of SE: It should be noted that symmetric top molecules must contain three-fold or higher symmetry axis, as an element of the point group. Molecules possessing at most two-fold axis are asymmetric tops (most of larger molecules are).
A. Symmetric top molecule
Common convention for symmetric tops is to choose space-fixed z axis as the one with the distinct rotational constant A e . Prolate symmetric top yields in following SE: 
As Euler angles χ, φ occur only in derivatives, they are cyclic coordinates hence, we can make an anzatz:
Cyclic boundary conditions Φ rot (θ, φ, χ + 2π) = Φ rot (θ, φ + 2π, χ) = Φ rot (θ, φ, χ) imply m, k ∈ Z. After some manipulations we obtain the following equation for Θ(θ): 
After some lengthy differentiation and algebra eq. 302 reduces to
with α = 1 + |k − m| (307)
Following Frobenius method we write expansion form of our solution:
First and second derivative read:
Substituting into 306:
[(γ − n(n − 1) − βn) a n + (n + 1)(n + α)a n+1 ] x n = 0
Due to linear independence of basis monomials we can equate consequent coefficients to 0
a n+1 = −γ + βn + n(n − 1) (n + 1)(n + α) a n
The a 0 coefficient is chosen so that the rotational wavefunction is normalised. In order to Θ(θ) be a proper representation of wavevector it must be finite, thus the series expansion 310 must truncate at finite term labeled by n max , then 
It turns out that F (x) solution is hypergeometric function [34] , which enables us writing rotational wavefunction in compact form: 
where D 
